Good morning!

Check out the latest news from the EGI Federation.

Spotlight

EGI for Research Infrastructures

Research Infrastructures are our essential partners and the largest adopters of EGI solutions. Check our latest publication summarising our services, possible collaboration schemes and access mechanisms we offer to them.

EGI at the EOSC Symposium 2022

At the EOSC Symposium 2022, taking place in Prague on November 14-17, EGI will lead sessions and participate in others. Find out more and if in Prague, visit our exhibition booth!

Enabling Open Science in Europe with data, software and the compute continuum

How are the EGI Foundation and the federation participants supporting Open Science today? What does Open Science mean in practice in scientific computing? Read how EGI supports Open Science.
Opportunities

C-SCALE Call for Use Cases
C-SCALE opens a call to co-design the C-SCALE federation with the scientific community to align the e-infrastructure implementation with end-user needs. Next cut-off date: 30 November.

BD4NRG Open Call in the energy sector
BD4NRG is looking for Big-data governance and analytical applications in the energy sector for up to 10 SMEs and Startups. Apply by 15 December.

Supporting Science

User engagement in EGI-ACE
Read about the EGI-ACE engagement with the user communities thanks to the open calls, and discover key figures and achievements so far.

EGI at the EaPEC2022
The EaPEC 2022 conference offered EGI the opportunity to engage with delegates to show the activities in the region and to discuss potential new collaborations.

EGI Data Management Survey
If you didn't participate in the EGI Data Management Survey yet, you have time until 30 November to provide your feedback and help EGI clarify how data users work nowadays and which are the possible bottlenecks in the infrastructure.
Healthy Cloud event

Healthy Cloud brings together members of the EU Commission, project partners, and external stakeholders for a hybrid and interactive workshop to define the European Health Data Sharing Landscape for Research.

EBDV2022: registration open

Register today to the flagship event of the European Big Data Value and Data-Driven AI Research and Innovation community to advance policy actions, and industrial and research activities in the areas of Data and AI.

Online events and webinars

Online extraction, analysis and visualisation of SeaDataNet and Argo data

In this webinar on 2 November, you will learn about the webODV Explorer and Extractor components combined with the large validated Temperature & Salinity data collections as provided by SeaDataNet and EuroArgo – Argo.

Can deep learning models help accelerate electrostatics-driven protein pKa predictions?

This webinar on 23 November will present a novel strategy to combine the best features of PB models – accuracy and interpretability – with the speed of classical empirical methods.

Pan-European digital assets supporting research communities – Benefits & opportunities

During the webinar, a series of use cases
will show how EOSC digital assets can help research communities throughout Europe do their work more effectively. The interactive and first-hand format of the event will show how research communities working to address global challenges can be leveraged by core EOSC services.
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